SPECIAL MEETING – COUNTY COUNCILLORS / HASLINGFIELD PARISH – SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS RAISED
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STREET LIGHTING

TRAFFIC CALMING

QUESTION
What plans are in place to improve the quality of road surfaces given Haslingfield pays
one of the highest levels of SCambs council tax? Examples:
• Barton Rd is poor, only received temporary patch ups
• Edges of the road by the allotments and close to the Harston river crossing is
difficult to drive, let alone cycle
• Two longstanding patches of potholes in Harston – one spans entire side of the
road – when will they be repaired?
What is the priority to footpath repairs in Haslingfield Parish and what standards of
inspection and repair are applied?
Is there a published list of road classifications for all roads in Haslingfield Parish?
What is the community input into standards (definitions, road categories, inspection
regime and fix times)? Which stakeholders have been consulted previously? How can
HPC influence road classifications / ensure potholes are dealt with quickly?
Looking ahead, the Government provided additional 'one-off' funding to Councils to
support pothole repairs but what will the County Council do if additional funding is not
available next winter?

a) In several places street lighting has been changed to locations near trees, e.g.
Cantalupe Rd, New Rd and Church St, but tree canopies (partially) cover the lighting
creating “black spots” – who is responsible for cutting the tree canopies?
b) New lamps have been installed but are fewer in number than before. The arc of light
emitted is narrower leaving dark spots (this was not known at the time of installation).
Can additional lamps be installed?
a) Harlton Rd 40mph speed limit is regularly exceeded
o Introduce flashing speed awareness screens?
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b) Blind turning onto Church Street from the Knapp and Knapp Rise is hazardous. Café
customer & church visitor parking on Church Street makes the problem worse,
combined with regular speeding above 20mph limit. Can we install mirrors / prevent
parking at the junction?
• Cars are dangerously parked in Church St and High St (some overlap with 3b)
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HARSTON BYPASS
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Some asphalted footpaths are too narrow to walk side by side which means
pedestrians use the grass verge, eg the north side of the High Street between the
Village shop and the primary school.
o What is the criteria used by the County Council to improve and fund footpaths?
Will the verges be cut this year?
Hedges are poorly maintained throughout the parish, often restricting access to
highway verges / footpaths.
a) What is the County Council’s policy for management / inspection of hedges?
b) Is there an equivalent process for private individuals to report overhanging
hedges to County Council (similar to pot holes) and what are its fix times /
recharge policy? What are the resolution times for the items reported by the
Parish Council?
How to encourage greater use? Some users still using the road which has now
narrowed and makes passing difficult.
What is the County Council’s position on this initiative?
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Vicky Crowden
HPC Clerk
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